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$L Is Worth $1.50
(An Editorial)
One dollar is worth $1.50 to our new hospitalt For every $1
we have in local funds the Federal Government is giving us 50
cents. This also means that every $1 of hospital pledges not paid

Women's Auxiliary
To Be Organized
For New Hospital

will be a loss of $1.50 to our new hospital.
Building Is Expected
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munity, nearly $11,000 remains unpaid. Add to this the 50 cents To Be Completed This
Programs Called One
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Administrative Jobs
Open At Owensboro

nd Mrs. Kelly Landes and
d Mrs. James Landes left
for Denver, Colo., where
ill visit Mr. and Mrs. Ben
des Ind family.- •

Eddie Melton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Melton, suffered
painful injuries Friday morning
when he fell from an old _car .c.hasgig on whl& he and severalchilRuth- Riley, Owensboro, dren were+ playing. His injuries
J. E. Hillyard and Mrs. were a deep scalp cut and he was
rushed to the Princeton hospital
utler over the weekend.
Katherine Neuman, Albu where several stitches were take, N. M., was the guest o en. lie was hospitalized until SunMrs. Dave,Perkins Sun- day.
/
Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs. Ruth
and Kra, Seldon McElro Dunning, Mrs. EUclid Querterby, of Alton, Ill, spent th mous and Mrs. W. H. Conway,
d with her parents, Mr American Legion Auxiliary memrs. Coy Moore. Mrs. McEl- bers, attended a reception in the
d son remained for a week' American Legion Home, Marion,
sponsored by the Auxiliary memRetta Ilearod and daugh- bers there honoring Mrs. Geo. C.
Iola Ruth, have returne Winn, who has recently been inafter spending severe stalled as Vice President at
in Wyndotte, Ill., with he .Large, Department of Kentucky.
er, Mrs. Malcom Long an The reception was held Wednesng. Mr. and Mrs. Long ac- day afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McEiven and.
ed them home and spen
ekend with Mr. and Mrs. J Mrs. J. M. McCormick, of Jackson, Miss., are the guests of Mr.
rod.
Val Guthrey and children and Mrs. John F. Rice and Dick
nd John, left last Monda Rice.
ir home in Charlotte, N. C.
Rev. and Mrs. Harry E. Flowa IAA with her mother ers spent several days last week\ JUDY ADMIRES HER FIRST
TROUT: Screen Star Judy Garland
. B. Sory, and aunt, Mis in Paducah with his parents.
(right smiles broadly as Joe Burg)', sports director at Sun Valley,
ming.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McElven, Idaho, holds the first trout Judy ever landed. Judy, who is vacaand Mrs. Virgil DeBoe an Mrs. J. M. McCormick, Mr. and tioning
at the resort, fell over backwards into her boat when the
d Mrs. J. T. DeBoe, Colo- Mrs. John F. Rice were dinner fish
grabbed at her line and needed help in landing it. (AP Wirebrings, have been visitin -guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. 0. Nall
photo)
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. R. in Marion Thursday night.
and other relatives here
how you helped mother shell the
Work on the street in town ha
eral days.
peas, clear out old newspapers
been delayed considerably be
and Mrs. Zola Burton and cause of the
and magazines, or that old bin of
heavy rainfall. Ev• Mrs. W. F. Burton and eryone is
tangled cottons, cords and clothes,
looking forward to the
I Rosiclare, Ill., were Sat- day when the
or even help scrub the kitchen
street can be cros:
night dinner guests of. Mr. sed without
floor? Well, children today still
jumping mud puds. J. T. Hearod.
love to f eel they're "mother's
dles or walking a rail plank.
Sam Howerton is a patient
little helper."
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts an
Crittenden County HospiYou might encourage Mary in
sons, Tony and Larry, Evansville,
By David Taylor Marke
arion.
culinary arts. Let her roll dough.
spent
the
weekend
with
her
What
do
chilyou
do
with
your
Charles Brockmeyer, Jr.,
And instead of making just a pie,
ughter, Sandra, spent last mother, Mrs. Nell Burklow. Tony dren on a rainy day?
encourage her to create figures.
and
Larry
remained
for
a
week's
It is a problem, especial) Of course, a little dough might
isiting friends in 'Chicago.
Johnny and Mary want to tea be wasted, but think of Mary's
•ckmeyer spent the week- visit with their grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Moore around the house, and always are pride when she creates a snowre and accompanied them
and daughter, Bonita, Princeton, underfoot.
man, a dog or an elf—think of the
were weekend guests of his par
Cornell University's "home fun. In addition, Mary gets the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore.
maker," Helen Stanick, in a re feel of the kitchen and cooking—
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crider cent broadcast, discussed thi and it's not Mother's domain
Chicago, are guests of Mr. an problem on her "This Is You alone.
Mrs. Veldin Yandell.
Home" program.
Kitchens are such homey places
Miss Imogene Wigginton spent
A'mother, she points out, reall after all . . . full of warmth and
several days last week with Mrs has to be on her toes to think u good food. It can be a special
Margaret Zuermuehlen.
new ideas that are kind of fun place for the child too. One corMrs. Cecil Brasher and son, for everyone. That's quite a jo ner of the kitchen would be a
Dennis, are spending this wee when we come to realize how wonderful place to play store. . .
with her daughter, Mrs. Jimm much else she has on her min And if you save those box tops
Kunnecke, Mr. Kunnecke and in . .. unmade beds, breakfast dish and coupons, they'll make wonfant son, James Michael in Cal- es in the sink, the laundry . . .
vert City. Mrs. Kunnecke and son what to serve for lunch and din
were removed home from River- ner. Sometimes we think a jugside Hospital, Paducah, Saturday. gler has an easy job compared t
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates and that of a mother on a rainy day.
'T WORRY ABOUT REIN'
children, spenj several days las
The thing to do, Miss Stanick
K,SIR- WE DRINK
week with her brother, Freddi points out, is to think of way
NGTH BUILDING
" Zuermuetilen,
Mrs. Zuermuehle for the children to have a goo
ILK FROM
and family in Anderson, Ind.
time and still allow mother tim
INCETON CREAMERY
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McElroy an to do her work and carry out her
sons, Jimmy and Bobby, Hodgen plans for the day.
One way is to have Johnny an
Mary help with household chores
Masonic Meeting
Remember when you were a kid

. M. YOUNG

his-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky

T

Vacancies exist at the Owensboro Army and Air Force Recruiting Main Station for two men
with administrative experience, it
is announced by Captain Howard
T. Goodpaster, commanding of-,
fiver.
Before the men are selected,
they will undergo a typing test,
and must attain a score of 35
words per minute or better.
After enlisting in the US Army,
the men will have Owensboro as
their initial duty station. However, before enlistment can be accomplished, all men chosen must
be able to enlist in the grade of
Private First Class or higher, it
was stated.
For further information, all interested young men are asked to
call at the Owensboro Army and
Air Force Recruiting Main Station for an appointment with the
commanding officer.
The Grand Canyon is more
than 200 miles long, a mile deep
and from four to 18 miles wide.
The first man to travel through
the Grand Canyon by boat was
Maj. John W. Powell in 1869.
derful play money.
Another idea for a rainy day is
finger painting. It's lots of fun for
everybody. Red, blue, yellow,
green smeared and streaked on
paper can make wonderful signs.
And you'll find, Miss Stanick
says, that elbows, fingernails, and
even the nose are useful in these
paintings. Just make sure there
are plenty of newspapers to protect the floor and lots of paper
and paint for the children to use.
Aside from playing with their
toys and games, this is a wonderful way for the parents to let
their hair down, too. Playing with
the children this way helps junior
to see his parents as real people,
she says.
Incidentally, playing with
paints can be harmless when
made from either flour, cornstarch or wallpaper paste. If you
want some good recipes for making these, write to Cornell University's Family Life Department
and ask for Creative Expression
Materials. Or, drop a postcard to
station WHCU, Ithaca, New York,
including your name and address.
This information is free.

GARNETT JEWELERS

Pa • Throe
U. S. dairy herd improvement
The common brown hare raises
associations cover more than a her young in solitary manner.
million cows.
After they are a few days old,
William Henry Harrison was she finds a separate form for
first governor of Indiana Terri- each and visits them each night
tory.
for suckling.

The anableps, a fish of tropical
America, has two pupils in each
eye. Each pupil functions separately, enabling it to see above
and below water at the same
time.

IF IT'S LAUGHTER YOU'RE AFTER

U..

you'llfind the hilarious answer in M-G-M's
rowdy, romantic comedy ofthe zoo-keepers
daughter and the guy who hated
pets, but liked to pet!

A RED-HEADED GAL WHO KISSED IN THE CLINCHES!

Po
ELL
hiGhisrfce,

THIS IS

HERMAN
—THE TIMID
LION WM
PLAYS ROMEO!
INO LEOPARD,
` HE!)

She's even more
delightful than in
°The StrOon Story")

ItIFORMER
AtREDNEAD"
DAVID WAYNE • CECIL KELLAWAY
RAY COLLINS • ROBERT KEITH
Produced and Directed by

Norman PANAMA& MELVIN
_ FRANK

_
She brought out
the beast In NO

Added Joy!
TECHNICOLOR CARTOON
NEWS OF THE WORLD
, DAVID WAYNE..,
TOPS HIS
' ElDf-SPLITTING
PERFORMANCE

'IN fiCDAM'S R1I

2

6b:

GREAT
HITS

Jackpot Jitters -

PLUS: NO. 10"KING OF THE ROCKET MEN" and COLOR CARTOON

SUNDAY & MONDAY, AUG. 20-21

_

r
ie4L-.16‘411

Princeton
euaoteiut

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a special meeting 7:30 Monday
evening, August 21st, to confer
the first degree and a special
meeting 7:30 Thursday evening, August 24th, 1950, to confer the second degree. Brethren take notice. Visiting brothers welcome.

ville, spent the weekend w it
Mrs. Florence Parr and M'
Dorothy Parr.
Mrs. Ray Blackburn spent the
weekend as guest of Mr. and Mrs
Jack Spickard in Louisville.
Carolyn and Joan Zuermuehlen
Anderson, Intl., are visiting thei
grandmother, M r s. Margare
Zuermuehlen and Mr. and Mrs
Russell Yates and family.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and children, Carolyn and Joe, and Mrs
Bill Smith have returned from
ry

Can
Choose
a
I(eeI d Le

I was a fool am to marry,
kloise...She wss the kind of a
girl a guy dreams about, warm,
beautiful and full of life!,

Smooth Sea Island
Suitable for quilt Cotton Sheeting.
Light Wt.
lining.

Light Wt.

2 CYARD

5CYARD

2

25cYARD

69Fdi
98c

CAMERON Ring
Also $150 and 230
Wedding Ring 12 30
Mon', Ring 100.00
Also 75 to 230

COTTON BAITS

Keepsake assures true value with
the words "guaranteed registered
perfect gem" on the tag, and the
famous Keepsake Certificate signed
by us and Keepsakes
301MCA( Sing
Welkikle 019 4230

Eloise is my daughter. I know)
ake couidn't do a orongthiag
• if she trIoiL

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
•

faSMION-WeirbbiT
OW MEDAL
. Awarded re
Keeprolte for 'sr
Vaal* desire era
brilliast jerkiest

Buy For Normal. Consumption.
Right Reserved To Limit Quantities.

INKEL'S
AIR STORE

Pleas('
wait until,.
you knoa,
the l'euth
about

the ring of GUARANTEED
QUALITY,

/IFOXCROFT BLEACHED

WIZARD or MT. MIST

Don't close your eyes to the BIG
difference in diamonds. Make sure
of the finest diamond your money
csn buy by choosing Keepsake—

580 00
iv:414144.,

ADDED! TECHNICOLOR CARTOON - NEWSREEL - FILM NOVELTY

TUES.

GARNETT JEWELERS
Official Railroad Watch Inspector
"Fine Watch Repairing"
Next Deer le !einem Theater

Hopktarville, Ky.

Geo,qe Raft •

Mayo

THUR.

and

and

WED.
Aug.
22-23

FRI.
Aug.
24-25

Kjernio-m
TEXAS

' Thursday, August 17, 19
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County Building Bee
Creates A New Park

4.

News Happenings
At Eddy Creek
Sunday school attendance Sun-

Local Serviceman
Finds Sportsman's
Dream In Alaska

Thurs. - Fri.

,

WhitcSulphurNe
There was an
attendance
at Sunday school Sunday andof
at Training Union Sunday
Carlos McWorthy brought
message Sunday morning and
541.1u1ir nicht. Rev. and Mrs. Shirley
are attending a Training
meeting this week.
Mrs. Effie Board spent T
night with Mr. and Mrs. A
Fau.ghn and Betty Jean.
Several from our conun
have been attending the
services at Farmersville.
Misses Minnie Mae and
Lee Cartwright spent the w
end with Miss Betty Faughh
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Fa
Misses Minnie Mae and
Lee Cartwright, Mildred Keel
Betty Jean Faughn attended
camp meeting at Kuttawa
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
Wayne and Betty Jean
spent Thursday with M.
grins Board and Michael.
THEY ALL WON AT TAM 0'SHANTER: Displaying broad
and holding trophies after victories in the "World" Champion golf
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tcsk
tournament at Tam o'Shanter country club near Chicago Slnday Marion Wayne visited Mr.
Stranaare (left to right): Dot Kielty, Long Beach, Calif., Frank
Mrs. James George and
han, Toledo, 0., and Babe Zaharias, Chicago. Miss Kielty won Sunday afternoon.
Women's Amaterr with a 315 total; Stranahan took Men's AmaMr. and Mrs. James George
teur with 289 and Babe Zaharias walked riff with the Women's to be congratulated on
the b
femunder
strokes
eleven
293,
of
card
a
Professional Title with
of a new baby girl. She hu
inine par. (AP Wirephoto)
named Ruby Lee.
Mrs. Alma Brasher,
The record for most innings
The value of Oregon's forest
Cash and Mary
Dorothy
game,
pitched in a World Series
and lumber products is estimated ler were in
Louisville Sand
14, was set by Babe Ruth in 1916. to be in excess of 700 million dol- where miss Spangler will
for treatment.
The New York Giants' team lars annually.
home run total of 221 in 1947 is
39 more than the second highest
mark ever made.
Most Victory-starved basebtll
team in the major leagues is the
Philadelphia Phils; last Phillie
flag was won in 1915.
• 4

speakers _blared :cheering music.
By Don Williams
, Mr. and Viia.-1-1terningwaY,Charleston, W. Va. — Remem- And many of the thousands of
Mrs. Nell Satterfield and Miss
ber the old-fashioned house rais- spectators who flocked by special
Blanche Oliver have returned
the
watch
to
buses
and
trains
the
where
ing qr corn shucking
their vacation in Denver,
from,
enthusiastic
so
became
operations
help
to
entire village turned out
Colorado.
one another? Well, that's how that they doffed their coats and
Mrs. Buddy Brown and Patricia
Kanawha county got its new pub- ties and turned-to themselves.
The result: A baseball diamond,
Ann, accompanied by Mrs. Brad
lic park—in two days' time.
fireplaces,
Lacy and Willa, Mrs. Nola Lewis
Altogether, some 400 workers picnic areas, shelters,
pavilion and
dance
playgrounds,
and Richard, went to Kentucky
laborers
skilled
The
part.
took
facilities, lorecreational
other
Lake Thursday on a picnic.
the
by
largely
furnished
were
tract near
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lewis had
labor unions. So-called white col- cated on an 825-acre
in Charlesas dinner guests last Sunday, Mr.
lar people rolled up their sleeves the Kanawha airport
and Mrs. Jim Orange of Hopkinsand did much of the common lab- ton.
By fall two fishing ponds will
vine.
or with pick and shovels. Half a
The dams have
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Brown and
million dollars worth of earth- be ready for use.
pond beds dug.
George visited friends in Padumoving equipment was made been built and the
now is the
cah and Bardwell last Sunday.
avaiable without charge by deal- All that is necessary
rainfall. The state conservation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown
ers and contractors.
commission will furnish the fish.
"Stevie" of:Elkton spent the
and
ALL
BY
HAD
GOOD TIME
Th e y call it Coonskin Park.
with his parents, Mr.
weekend
A carnival atmosphere prevail- This seems appropriate, beeause
and Mrs. Frank Burchett.
ed. Pitchmen sold souvenirs; loud Kanrwha county lies in the mounMiss Jewell Burchett spent last
tainous area where Daniel Boone
Sunday with her grandparents,
Oat
blazed pioneer trails. And the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burchett.
Coonskinners — wearing canvas
Mr. and Mrs. Carol Burchett
duckbill caps instead of the
DERBY CHAMP: Harold D. Williamson, of Evansville, spent the weekend
BOX
SOAP
NATIONAL
homemade headgear of the early
Mr. and Mrs.
Charleston, W. Va , sits in his racer in front of his dad, H. with his parents,
settlers—demonstrated the same 15, of
Frank Burchett.
at
Derby
Soap
Box
National
the
won
boy
the
after
Williamson,
pioneer spirit in building them- D.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lewis were
Sunday. (AP Wirephoto)
selves a park. They billed the Akron, 0.,
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
blitz project as "Operation Cooning spot, the pilot lets down, and Floyd Poindexter. They attended
skin."
hovers above the ground while church services at Blue Springs.
Wi v es and daughters of the
we disembark. The pilot in turn,
Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Sisk visited
workers turned their hands to
records the place where we have her mother, Mrs. James Sills of
feeding the hundreds of men and
decided to spend our time on a Eddyville last Wednesday.
boys. Barbecued steers were
map. In three days he will be
'4r. and Mrs. Hoy Sisk and Mr.
served up wholesale. Food, milk
back to pick us up, and return us and Mrs. Willis King Crawford
and soft drinks were contributed.
to our base. We are now on our and children visited Mrs. Virginia
'TWAS A SPEEDY JOB
own for the next three days. We Kevil in Providnece Sunday afThe job, including the construc- (By S-Sgt. William W. Willis) set up a comfortable camp, ar- ternoon.
tion of a mile and a quarter of
Anchorage, Alaska—This is an range our gear and get ready for
Mr. Herman Mitchell of Evanstrail-type park road, was com- open letter to the sportsmen of some fine fishing. At this time ville spent the weekend with his
pleted on schedule. A dance was Princeton. I know that we have of year we have eighteen hours of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
held at the pavilion on the even- many, many fishermen and hunt- daylight, so you see we have Mitchell.
I'LL BE SEEING YOU" ing of the second day. The physi- ers in our county, and thought plenty of time to aggrevate Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Satterfield
cal work Was done in two days. that perhaps they would enjoy Rainbow trout. The rainbows were dinner guests of Mr. and
With
But weeks and months of plan- hearing about the wildlife of here attain the length of 25 to Mrs. William Ladd of Princeton, present.
ning laid the groundwork.
Alaska.
30 inches, and they are fighting Sunday.
Ginger Rogers
Mrs. Georgie Cash of Princeton
The wooded tract was acquired
I am stationed at Elmendorf dynamite every inch of the way.
The Eddy Creek W. M. U. met spent several days last week with
several years ago by the county. Air Force Base, assigned to the On this particular trip we are last Thursday with five members
Joseph Cotton and
her nephew, Mr. Earl Williamson
But county officials could not lay Tenth Rescue Squadron. We are using fly rod outfits, and salmon
and Mrs. Williamson.
Shirley Temple
their hands on sufficient funds to one of the many so-called "mercy eggs for bait. Of course, we have of the third daY our helicopter
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
develop the area.
squadrons" due to the fact that a few flies that we will throw at landed and picked us up and reMrs. Earl Williamson were
and
results
base.
The
our
to
us
turned
—Added—
numthe
The Charles Gazette started
them, but salmon eggs are the old
we have saved a countless
Mrs. Jim Lester and Judy
and
Mr.
beauthirty-six
trip
our
were
of
ball rolling. The newspaper plug- ber of lives in this vast territory. standby. While we are fishing we
Mr. and Mrs.
ged the plan for weeks with fea- Being in this type of territory, I see moose, caribou, duck and tiful rainbow trout, and two of Lamasco, and
NEWS and COMEDY
Boyce Williamson and Bonnie.
ture stories. Pledges of voluntary have the opportunity of seeing a many, many creatures that in- proud fishermen.
cooperation snowballed.
great deal of wildlife in its na- habit this territory. Moose are a
curious lot. At times they are too
A group of officials from Onei- tural surroundings.
da county, N. Y., arrived on the
I will endeavor to describe a curious and have to be shooed
second day of "Operation Coon- typical trip into this sportsman's away. Then there are times that
skin" on a tour of airports in paradise. Usually two men team a moose is dangerous, his curio— Double Feature —
the east. The comment of G. Carl up together. Besides having com- sity being more of a challenge
Morse, chairman of the Oneida pany you have someone to help as you are probably interfering
County Board of Supervisors, in case of accident, or any unfore- in his plans.. In that case, I al"FALSE PARADISE"
,,clecur. ways give Brother Moose t h e
,
seen happening that may
was:
With
We fix up our packs to a good, right-of-way. On this particular
"Astounding."
snug fit, include enourh staples trip we saw five brown bears,
for a three-day trip, and of course from a distance of course. I never
William Boyd
our fishing gear. Another item will feel at ease just knowing that
as
that not everyone totes along is those big fellows are close by. Ala rifle or pistol. I kind of like though we have never been both"Hopalong Cassidy"
the idea of a firearm of some sort, ered by "brownies", there is alup here in this country. We ways the first time. I could relate
ALSO
haven't had any chance meetings page after page of bear stories.
with "Mr. Brown Bear" as yet, Some woodsmen say they won't
"URUBU"
but there is always the first time. bother you, others say they will.
Washington — (AP) — Presi- As for myself, I like the idea of I for one am not looking to find
The Vulture People
dent Truman asked Congress this having Mr. Colt "Equalizer" along out. That day may come, but in
—Added—
week to begin benefit payments with me.
the meantime I am not planning
this ponth to dependent families
We are all packed and ready to on any meetings with "Brownie".
a
with
COLOR CARTOON
of American servicemen,
go. Our next step is to hitch-hike
The highlight of this trip was
top limit of $150 a month for any a ride in one of the squadron's
a mallard hen, who swam back
family.
helicopters. Usually we don't en and forth, in front of our camp
This would include deductions counter any trouble in securing every morning. She had.,six of
from the service men's Pay as a ride, as the helicopters are al- the cutest
ducklings I have ever
well as government payments.
ways going some place. Enroute chanced to see. We would feed
Mr. Truman sent the adminis- to the helicopter's destination we
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
them bread, and sure as shooting,
"IT AIN'T HAY"
tration's proposals to both houses will scan the terrain below us
they would be back the next
Phone 9121
Hopkinsville Street
of Congress in a lengthy message for a clearing, near a stream or
With
morning for their breakfast.
from the Budget Bureau.
lake. When we find a likely lookAll good things must come to
Under the administration plan•
Bud Abbott and
1. A dependent wife would re- man should be discharged from an end. Our trip was no exception to the rule. On the evening
ceive $75 a month, plus $25 a active duty.
Lou Costello
month for each dependent child
The bureau also proposed that
.
—but not more than $150 alto- the serviceman should contribute
gether.
as his share the lesser of two
2. A dependent parent would sums:
receive $60 a month for one perI. Either one-half of the total
son or $70 for two.
family allowance.
But in the case of a serviceman
2. Or 60 per cent of his pay.
with a dependent wife, children
The message recommended that
"MASSACRE RIVER"
and parents, the combined total no family allowance be given in
could not exceed $150.
—Added—
the cases of servicemen in the tap
The bureau recommended that three and one-half grades in all
in such a case, where more mon- the armed forces who already reColor Cartoon
ey was needed for the combined ceived $67.50 a month allowance
family dependents, the service- for quarters.
—

Hopkinsville
Drive -In
Theatre

WIDER SAFETY TREAD!
RUBBER ON THE ROAD!

SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's

• get leapt wolfs sad Increased safety
srith the Sew Ades! Wider.!Utter tread than
Om;name *id-resisting edges. Backed by a
trsittea warranty. honored at 38.000 service
istatioss throughout the country. See us today
iggeNgs_of eaie,troabie-free perms.
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PRICES REDUCED

Ethyl Gasoline

3.D. Rivers form LOOft

tj
a4yr
be
cawroe
.S174eit‘S
RT
y.

U.S. 41 -

Saturday - Only
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for a time, then swept-up.,
Soiled clothing an d towels
should, be thoroughly dried before they are put in the hamper.
r
T h e 15th annual Kentucky
For ironing, sprinkle only as • •
Ton Litter Show and Sale, with
a
will be done AM..
.
_
-.many..Vieces.as
—
--.—
•
---,
clallseS /Or 4-H club' themb-ers
When weather Is warm a n d one day, or store a few pieces In
One way to get more grass
and for farmers, will be held at
By it A. MABRY
seed is to spread nitrate. The damp, watch, out for mildew on the refrigerator.
t he
Bourbon Stockliltds in
(County Agent)
Leather shoes and suitcases may
Kentucky Agricultural Experi- clothing and household fabrics,
from
Aug.
Louisville
26.
us
past
permanent
ed
ment Station doubled yields of shoes and leather goods, books be protected against mildew with
of
part
fir
the
through
Exhibits will consist of eight
on
Ky. 31 fescue and orchard grass and even on painted surfaces, is a thin coat of floor wax.
pasture or more pigs from one litter and
tember. The earli
To keep books in bookcases
seed by using 200 pounds of am- the warning from the College of
better
the
rings for single , hogs and pens
ings are made no
Agriculture and Home Econom- from mildewing, dust them at
monium nitrate an acre.
esgetting
of three. Several hundred dolUniversity of Kentucky. times with paraformaldehyde.
rice they have of
Nitrogen top-dressings also ics,
lIshed for late fa pasture and lars in cash prizes will be awardMolds which cause mildew com- Use it sparingly, as it is irritating
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
production
pasture
the
increased
monly develop in muggy weather to some persons.
with stand wint freezes and ed.
College of Agriculture and
of both easses. Untreated fesin poorly aired and poorly lightRings in'clude two weightsws.
Home Economics
Wash fresh mildew stains with
produced
grass
orchard
and
cue
0
016
011111111.1111160011111111iiiii1111011010111011•041•001•001111.
soap and water, then dry in the
1. P. Brown, J,, is preparing 180 to .225 pounds and 226
per cent as much ed places.
60
about
only;
For winter 4storing white potaTo dry the air in closets, burn sun. To remove stains, use lemon
bed for seeding fescue and pounds up. Ribbons will be givforage as areas getting an applitoes, root crops and cabbage, the
small electric light continuous- Juice and salt and then place the
a
:no clover with a heavy disk en for the grand champion
Traylor)
nitrogen.
of
S.
Willis
cation
(By
(By OLIVER C. ALLCOCK)
best place is a house cellar or an
there, or run an electric fan article in the sun, tir use I table
ly
out plow* This practice barrow or gilt and grand cham200
of
use
the
conin
seasons
wet
In
performance
Checking
James Claypool, Division of outside cellar or storage cave.
to stir up the en- spoon of sodium perborate .to a
occasionally
an
nitrate
crops
Id well -be 101ed by any farmer pion pen of three.
ammonium
of
allotment
pounds
nection with 1950
Soil and Water Resources, FrankLet
These "cool" crops need to be
plans to teseed an old pasThe show has been arranged
is progressing acre made the grasses lodge, es- closed air. Linen closets, too, pint of lukewarm water.
practices
and
ACP
of
with
local
board
the
met
fort,
protected against freezing, and in caldwell county with about 700 pecially when top-dressing was should have attention.
stand a minute or two, then rinse
field th4 does not have too through the cooperation of the
soil
district
superconservation
not too
Calcium Chloride, a chemical well. On colored fabrics, test a
vy a covet for the tractor disk stock yards and the College of visors at their regular monthly must have moist (though
farms out of the 1400 farms in done as late as April 1. Nitrogen
before using
much so) atmosphere, and also a the
penetrate with two or three Agriculture and Home Economalso tended to lower the test solid that takes up moisture, may sample for fading
complete.
county
meeting here last Wednesday.
means for some ventilation. Most
ics, University of Kentucky.
ings.
be placed in an open container on bleaches on the garment.
weight of e bushel of seed.
now
reporters
county
Caldwell
—
Mr. Claypool discussed with the cellars have at leasLone window,
'
fertilization of the pasture
For seed production, early the floor of the closet. When it
for moist at work measuring these crops
Malaya produces nearly half the
rag bs planned, soil tests quently with poison dusts will supervisors and representatives of to be used as an escape
spring applications of nitrogen has absorbed so much moisture
BoitJoel
Ashby,
Woodrow
are:
reduce. infestation to some ex- the county agricultural agencies and, musty air, and an outside enfertilizer were found better that it becomes liquid, replace it world's natural rubber.
uld first be made and ferti- tent.
present, the importance of getting trance. Even in severe weather, nott, Byron Carter, A. S. Croft,
Fishermen of Hainan Island
shown
needed
as
as
than fall use, for orchard grass; with a fresh supply.
applied
FrankMalcolm
rs
conservation programs establish- the two may be left open for 3n W. R. Ethridge,
LADY BUGS BOUGHT
frequently make three-month
and
fall
sods,
fescue
on
dry,
while
and
aired
cellars
Keep
Martests results.
C.
James
Jordon,
Some Trigg County farmers ed on the land and showed a hour or so, noon-time, to effect a lin, James
voyages for sea slugs, turtles and
Nelson, Lawrence spring applications gave about opening windows only when the
N PESTS
have ordered lady bugs from the number of pictures on good land complete change of air, to make tin, Charles
sharkfins.
results.
equal
ports have been received
Rogers, Aaron Rogers, Robert
outside air is cooler and drier
West to turn loose in tobacco use and soil conservation prac- everything sweet again.
The Miaos, migrants f r om
Clipping both grasses in the
two farmers of heavy inSeymore, Porter Tayloe, Eu r a
than that inside. Musty odors will southern China, may be the earfields to control plant lice or tices.
farmers
many
caves
the
to
As
hartest
seed
year
preceding
corn
with
cornfields
ion of
Vinson, G. T. Wallace, Laceon
aphids. Good results have been
"Fifteen per cent of the na- have, the same is true. In the
usually disappear when chloride liest inhabitants of Hainan Isworm. The worms are feedWatson, Earl Wood, Ottie Clayton, tended to reduce seed yields,
after
reported
one
galfarm
releasing
live
but
the
on
vent,
tion's
population
outlet
an
is
lime is sprinkled over the floor land..
there
of
ceiling
did
sod
not
the
while
burning
on the foliage and bud of
Jackson, Joe Francis and
lon of ladybugs to the acre. The and furnish food for the other not always the air intake needed Clifton
affect the yield of seed.
before it tassels.
Lawrence Sims.
bugs cost $5.00 per gallon.
eighty-five per cent of our popu- to set air currents in motion. This
Seed yields were better when KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
These men have been well
is difficult to control this
lation, living in towns and eli- may be remedied by hanging an
Ky., 31 fescue was grown in
The heads of Moore barley, a
State
after it has had a chance to
Kentucky
the
tes," Mr. Claypool said. "0 u r inner door, from the bottom of trained by
rows, and orchard grass in rows
down in the bud and at the new strain, stay on when ripe, population is increasing at the
PMA Committee and are ready
which a strip about three inches
two years
or
as
sprays
leaves
thus allowing the farmer to wait
to assist the farmer produced more seed
of the
rate of about 2,000,000 annually. is sawed off, and hinged back. For and willing
until the whole crop is ready to
measurement out of three, compared to broadcorrect
a
getting
in
t will not reach them.
of
and
is
it
greatest
im-door
Therefore,
ventilating, the' outer
of the acre- cast seedings.
he most effective control to harvest.
0
portance that the soil be conser- the outlet vent in the ceiling are on his farm. Accuracy
A complete report of the exFrom WOO to 1910, the U. S. ved to produce food and fiber for opened, and the hinged flap on age measurements is important to periments with Ky. 31 fescue
seems to- be plowing in fall
early spring while the in- population increased more from the nation's ever increasing popu- the inner door raised. So arrang- all farmers. For burley, fire-cur- and orchard grass will be found
ed, and dark air-cured tobaccos,
are hibernating. Dusting fre- immigration than from births.
lation," he continued.
ed, the warm and moist air tends
in Experiment Station bulletin
where measurements show underto escape, and fresh air, admitted
IMPROVED PASTURES
per 554.
25
than
more
of
plantings
Lyle Leonard, Extension Con- at the floor line, rushes in. The cent for three successive years
Black walnut is a favorite wood
servationist, University of Ken- double door should solve the acreage allotments for succeedfor gunstocks.
tucky, also was present at the problem of the vegetables freez- ing years must be reduced.
Black walnut trees grow best
supervisor's meeting last Wed- ing, as so often occurs at the TOBACCO PENALTIES
Mr. Leonard is helping door end of the structure.
in deep, rich, moist soil.
nesday.
announcrecently
rates
Penalty
U.S. 41-A and Country Club Boulevard at
Walnut trees have large root
promote the Green Pastures in
Lacking a storage structure, ed for the marketing of excess
Kentucky.
vegetables may be buried in 1950-crop tobacco are: burley, 18 systems.
- •,.... ,t
Black walnut trees can be
"I consider improved pasture mounds of earth. Ventilation may cents a pound; fire-cured, 12
one of the best conservation be arranged by leaving some cents; and dark air-cured, 11 grown from seed.
1,4
KY.
HOPKINSVILLE,
measures we have," Mr. Leonard earth off the tip of the mound, cents. Penalties are assessed only
said. "Pasture is the best land through which warm air will rise, against marketings in excess of
.....11“itilla.
use for a large area of land in if an air intake is provi.led at its the farm marketing quota which
ow Open -- New Management, Better Food,
Fur-'
our state," he stated.
base. When the site for the mound is defined as the actual producEverybody's talking . . . and all agree that our August
substantial
ACTIVITIES PLANNED
is selected, two shallow ditches tion of the farm acreage allotniture Sale is outstanding. . . Offering good
Lower Prices, Faster Service.
Representatives of the county are dug to cross at right angles ment. In addition to these penalSAVINGS in Home Furnishings.
specialagricultural agencies met with under its center. These are cov- ties, a farmer harvesting an allotYou too, can save many dollars by buying now. We
for
Your
parties.
is
The carriage room available
the district supervisors last week ered wiht plank or stiff wire ment crop in excess of the farm
ize in quality merchandise at reasonable prices.
to assist the supervisors in plan- mesh, and mound or pit is then acreage allotment is ineligible
Headquarters
•pen daily and Sunday, 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
ning a calendar of soil conserva- completed in the conventional for price support on that crop.
Don't forget. . . . Use our Easy Payment Plan
For
tion activities for August, Sep- manner. The open ends of the
Reporters are expected to fintember and October. The conser- cross ditches are the cold air in- ish the work in August. Farmers
vation activities appropriate for takes, to be opened when fresh who believe their measurements
•
Phone 3226
establishment at this time of year air needs to be admitted. These are in error may ask for a re- Hopkinsville Rd.
were included. '
should be fitted with chicken check by depositing $3.00 in the
Princeton, Ky.
- 9 Floors - Keach Has It
Store
Big
The
wire, so that rats or other varmin PMA office.
MI=NIMIIIIIMEMMININN=M1111
cannot enter.
This ventilating systenf is praticularly valuable in the early
W. P. Oldham of Cadiz road in weeks of storing, when the
Caldwell county sampled each "breathing" of the stored crops is
field of his 200 acres of cropland. most active. About Thanksgiving,
Clay county 4-H club members the mound's tip should be comproduced 1,162 gallons of straw- pleted with earth and a piece of
pick
will
Works
Renderiny
The Kentucky
berries this year, valued at $1,944. tin or plank to shed rain, to be
In Lincoln county, 318 farmers removed during ventilating times,
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
attended two airplane dusting
demonstrations on tobacco for Wayne county.
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfeded
The first shipment of pink-ripe
worms and grasshoppers.
was made from Callotomatoes
McCreary
of
Jeff
Hickman
Call
_
:
hogs
and
daily. We pick up horses, cows
county is building a farm fish way county on July 30.
pond that will cover about three
The Chapel Hill Homemakers
acres.
Club in Crittenden county atSeveral farmers in Franklin tracted national attention by
county realized from $1,500 to cleaning, painting and otherwise
$2,000 gross sales on their straw- improving its local school.
We pay all phone charges.
berry crops this year.
The St. Matthews Produce ExThe corn borer cut yields 50 change gave $50 in cash prizes
Ky.
Princeton,
Phone 3698
per cent on an 18-acre field of and ribbons at the first annual
corn on the farm of L. E. South- Jefferson County Strawberry
woods of Parnell community in Festival.
At International Day homemakers club programs in Logan
Yes, 5 minutes is all we need
county, speakers were at one
time residents of foreign counto show you how you could
tries.
Casey
of
Smithers
Sterling
pay $1,000 more and
county is building a home from
own
his
on
lumber produced
not get all the extra
farm.
furclover
Fescue and Ladino
room ...ease of handling
portion
nished the best all-round pasture
All persons or firms who are interested in leasing a
41°I.M11666.111
on seven farms checked in the
... and famous ruggedGreen Pasture Program in Garas the
of the lot on East Market Street, Princeton, Kentucky, known
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a
make
hiPch rack lot, may
of Todd county had more than 300
calls on control of tobacco aphids.
September
A.M.
10
before
or
on
Judge,
County
Wm. G. Pickering,
Alfalfa that had produced four
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tons of hay an acre in one season
12, 1950.
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Said bids will have to be for

astures Should
Seeded Early

Spreading Nitrate Mildew Develops
Boosts Seed Yield In Muggy Weathe

State Ton-Litter Show
Scheduled August 26

Conserve Soil To
Feed Increasing
Population Urged

THE GARDEN

Crop Checking
Half-Completed
In The County

Now In
Progress!

COACH and FOUR INN
CHESMOTEL LODGE,

ail

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Dend Stock
WANTED

Keach's
AUGUST
FURNITURE
SALE

KEACH FURNITURE CO.

Ky. Farm News
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KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

NOTICE

own"s1

the date the lease is signed.
two lots facing East
A bid may be made for the leasing of
on Market Street, and
Market Street, each lot being forty feet
seventy feet, or may be
extending back between parallel lines
eighty feet and runmade on a lot fronting East'Market Street,
sixty feet.
ning back between parallel lines for a depth of

After reaching a peak of 47
billion passenger miles in 1920,
U. S. railroad passenger mileage
declined, but rose again in World
War II to a peak of 98 billion
paesenger miles.
About four cents out of the
average 1.3. S. consumer's dollar
goes for medical care.
Religious plays of the 15th Century sometimes took 30 days to
perform. •

STOMACH SUFFERERS
or the lot eighty
Any person may bid on any one lot, both lots
and best bidder
by sixty feet. The county will lease to the highest
individual or will
and will lease said two lots each to a different
according to whichever bids
lease said one lot to one individual,
higher.
any and all bids.
Caldwell County has a right to refuse

JOHN MORGAN
COUNTY COURT CLERK

GET AMAZING RELIEF
STOMACH
HARVEY
The
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main Ingredients 1.
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belehy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets, SOLD ONLv AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

W IS THE TIME TO TRADE
— your present car may never again be worth what we will give you!
UST

5, minutes behind the
of today's big Dodge
wheel
J
and you'll discover roominess
far costlier cars can't match
... head room,leg room, shoulder room that lets you ride easier, more comfortably,mile after
mile. So, drive Dodge today!

You'll get handling and driving ease that you'll want to
make your own for keeps.

dependability, that belongs to
Dodge and Dodge alone.
NEW BIGGER VALUE

You'll feel the flashing power
of the,big "Get-Away" Engine
... the silken smoothness of
Fluid Drive. And you'll genie
the ruggedness, the famous

DO

o'iftwab/lar4,arona
ailige
komaxe-tarked,th

k

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
S. Jefferson St.

Phone 3075

• i.
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Indoor Picnic Held
Polly Anna Class
Loader Congratulates
School
Sunday
By B & PW Club Monday
Anna
o
Polly
Arumand
The
Mr. and Mrs. Paul

Visitors at the meeting were ML I Miss Mary E, spangle
dyed Steger Martin, Hosalyi Monday for Louisville what
Roach Young, Barbara Oliver and iwill enter a hospital for
I *lent.
Hodge.
Church
the
Class of the First Baptist
Lara, 620 North Jefferson, on
Guest speakers, at an indoor Mary Dancie
---birth of a daughter, Sara Car- met Tuesday night at the home of picnic of the Princeton Business
men Lars, Aug. 5
Mrs. George Stevens, North Jef- and Professional Women's Club
ferson_ street. After the _business held Monday night it the_jeenlatr, and Mrs. Arthur Woodson
of
meeting Mrs. Stevens served re- ttie Club was Nancy Armstrong
birth
the
on
e,
Eddyvill
Towne,
Joyce
Deborah
ts to Mesdames Barkley and Catherine Hopper. Miss Arm,
freshmen
a daughter
at the Princeton Hospi- Townee, John Ferguson, elelland
and
Towne,
strong told the 31 members
Mrs. Daniel Nickell, Mr. and Mrs. Engagement Announced
tal Aug. 5.
Carr, L. J. Bryant, Gordon Glenn, six visitors present at the meetWadBridal Shower Honors
Y.
Charles
Bowie
Mrs.
and
Virginia
Mr.
Boyd Satterfield,
Randolph Hutchinson, Gra dy ing of her activities at Girls'
engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Satterfield and Dickie. Mr. and Mrs. N. C. lington announce the
Bridge
With
in
Mr.
Enterta
to
Wanda,
,
daughter
Moore, James White, James Wells, State with Miss Hopper relating
A bridal shower was given Sat- Gray, Mr. and Mrs. William of their
McLain Murray, son of
Mrs. Raymond Shultz, Blande- John Hopper, Jimmie Morrison,
Nation.
urday night, August 12, for Mr. Jones, Lucretia and Billy, Mr. and Jordan
her activities at Girls'
H. Murray of Prince- ville road, Paducah, entertained
Mitchell Rowland, Thurman Mor- The indoor picnic was scheduled
and Mrs. Gray Satterfield by Mrs. Mrs. Bob Powley, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Robert
of
honor
Davenin
of
ridge
Murray
with a dessert-b
Otis Smith and Mrs. James Wyatt Jimmy Jones, Mr. and,Mrs. Clyde ton, and Mrs.
gan, Burhl Hollowell, Marshall instead of an excursion to DawMrs. R. S. Gregory, formerly of
at the home of Mrs. Smith on Gray, Philadelphia, Pennsylvan- port, Iowa.
Ethridge, Virginia Br own and son State Park because of rain.
princeton.
McCasSouth Jefferson street.
ia; Mr. and Mrs. lames
R. S. Miss Elaine Morris.
Mrs.
e
er
w
guests
Mrs.
Her
and
Mr.
and
om
are;
The bride and bridegro
lin, of Hopkins
Tandy Family Reunion
Gregory, Mrs. G. K. Underwood,
women guests were seated around Russell Smith and children, of
ated Sunday
Claude
Celebr
Mrs. G. Tandy Smith, Mrs. Tom
Mrs.
the panelled dining room which Eddyville; Mr. and
Carson, Mrs.
Mrs. 0. W. LeftA reunion of the family of MM. White, Mrs. Jack
,as decorated with yellow flow- Wood, Mr. and
V.
and Mrs. Mollie Tandy was held at her John H. Martin, Mrs. J,ulian DisMr.
Jimmy,
and
candies.
by
wich
lighted
was
ers and
and Mrs. home near Tandy crossroads, mukes, Mrs. Joe F. Purky, Mrs.
Little Jimmy Wyatt pulled a Thomas McConnell, Mr.
Mrs. G. Caldwell county, on Sunday, Charles Simmons, Miss Vida Tate
and
Mr.
,
Cummins
uge
A
h
Travis
gifts.
wagon with the
Wyatt August 13. At the noon hour a and Mrs. David Barkley, all of
James
Mr.
and
Smith
the
center
0.
wedding cake adorned
Jimmy.
son,
basket Ainner was served. In the Paducah.
of the antique banquet table. The and
singThose from Princeton were
cake was cut by Mrs. Thomas
Others present were Mesdames afternoon music and group
s
R. Roy Towery, Mrs. Mae
snapshot
Mrs.
and
Scott,
enjoyed
was
ing
McConnell and Mrs. James Mc- Louise Satterfield, Agnes
Mrs. George Hill and
Caslin presided over the punch Hattie Haile, Nell P. Satterfield, were made in memory of the oc- Blades,
Mrs. Arthur Moss.
bowl.
Hubert Pinnegar, Verdie Cham- casion.
Prizes were won by Mrs.
family aitendThose present were Mr. and bliss, W. S. Brandon, Ada Adams, Members of the
Arthur
ing the reunion were Mrs. Mollie George Hill and Mrs.
Tandy, R. B., Anna Laura and Moss.
George Tandy, Mrs.. Ferd WadEstablished 1907
lington, Mrs. Delia McConnell, Polly Anna Picnic
2442
the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McConnell
PHONE
and
Class
The Polly Anna
114 E. MAIN
and children. Bob and Lenita Sue, Alathean Class of the First BapMr. and Mrs. Denny McConnell tisst Church entertained with a
and daughter, Carole Lynn.
picnic on the lawn of the church
Others were Mr. and Mrs. Clif- Friday evening, August 4 .at 6
rising
self
or
plain
FLOUR, Star,
ford McConnell and children, oclock They had as their guests
25 lb. bag
Paulette and Clifford Wayne, the families of each member.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold. McConnell, which made a total of about 100
MEAL, cloth bag, 25 lb. bag
and sons, Jim, Bill, Tommy atnd persons attending.
Ralph Tandy McConnell, Me. and
After lunch w a s served, the
LIBBY'S BABY FOOD,3 for
Mrs. Robert Gilkey and children, guests went to the church audiCHERRIES, New Pack, No. 2 can
Sue, Bobby and Jerry, Mr. and torium where Rev. H. G. M. Hatler
Mrs. Robert Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. gave the devotional and music
4
rolls
,
TOILET TISSUE
Boone Oliver and daughters, Bar- director, Jimmie Morrision directbara and Shirley, Mr. and Mrs. ed a number of songs. The teachCORN FLAKES, large box, 13 oz.
Willie Johnson and children, ers of the two classes are Mrs.
QUAKER OATS, large box
Joyce and Jimmy, Mrs. Audrey H. C Russell and Mrs. Marshall
Webster and son, Donnie Wayne, Ethridge.
quick or regular
Rayless Wadlington, Mr. and Mrs.
PET MILK, large can, 2 for
Lawrence Jones (brother of Mrs.
Buffet Luncheon
Tandy).
1 2 can
Miss Anna Darnell and Miss
TUNA FISH, grated, No. /
Unable to attend were one Chloe Ann Winters entertained
LIBBY'S DEEP BROWN BEANS WITH PORK,
granddaughter, Mrs. Juanita Tan- last Tuesday with a buffet lunchdy Hooks, husband and family, of eon at the home of Miss Winters.
can
Crider.
Those present were Misses Ann
4
MARGARINE, yellow in 1/'s, pound
Mayme Skinner and Miss Blanche and Pat Quisenberry, Wilma
Prince, Becky Humphries, Dorla
Oliver.
BROOM, extra good 5 tie
Those sending gifts were Mr. Stallins and Donna Boitnott.
a bargain at
and Mrs. Frank Wood, Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal and Miss
Mrs. Floyd Gray, Mr and Mrs.
MOPS, Miss Peggy, No. 18, 10 oz., each .
Sid Satterfield, Mrs. Lucia Sat Mary Wilson Eldred will be in
PEANUT BUTTER, goblet glasses,4each . . .
terfield, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Lexington, this weekend to atMr. and Mrs. Leonard tend the state meeting of the
P'Pool,
COFFEE, Break O'Morn, pound
Travis, Mr and Mrs. Gene Chand- Business and Professional Woma bargain at
ler, Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Jacob, en's Club. Miss Eldred will go on
Misses Sula and Eliza Nall, Mr. to Chicago from Lexington,
and Mrs. J. T. Coleman, Mr W. where she will attend the mart.
Mrs. Ethel French, Highland
B. Dawson, Frances and Dottie
Avenue, is spending this week in
Dean.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Me. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Taylor,
Detroit, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. of Linwood Farm, had as their
Horace Taylor, Heaver Dam, guests last week Mrs. John N.
SUPER LOW PRICES
were Thursday afternoon guests Esselstyn, of Paducah; Mrs. Hugh
Phone 2611
of Mrs. Fred Taylor, S. Seminary Hammond, of Hopkinsville, and
211 W. Shepardson St.
Soft chicken feather filMiss Emily F. Rasco, of Cadiz.
street.

120-acre farm, good buildings,
tobacco base, located five mil,
west of Princeton.
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$5,750

One of the best down-town
restaurants in the city. Good I

ON ALL CASH SALES THIS
WEEK - - - FREE DELIVERY

SMITH'S FURNITURE

NOT A BANK BUT A
PLACE TO SAVE YOU MONEY!

Lace trimmed and embroidered.
Asst. Colors. Sizes 32 - 42.

Remember - The more you buy,
the more you save - Be here early
and get your rightful share.

At stadiums, in classes, on dates, all soy hurray for
Connie lo-heelers1 Youll love their comfy cushion-insoles
their soft, creamy-smooth suedes . lustrous, gleaming
calfskins! Colorful, value-lot too., and so easy-on-thepocket! You'll HAVE to how several pain)

$5.95 to $6.95

Rayon tropicals, nylon cords,
poplins, and open weaves.
Sizes 28-42. There are weeks
head to wear these bargains.

with
in Princeton

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY,

!

TWO-BAR TRICOT

Elastic leg, long wearing, easy
to laundry nylon tricot. Sizes
S. M. L. N°

15 denier, sheer dull
twist in newest fall colors.

aunt,
here with his

Other farms and houses and lots
for sale.

LOOK AT THESE MOINEY4AVING VALUES

ling in 6 oz. stripe ticking.
EACH

Lois Hall

, _Mrs.
ehmtra

Women's Rayon Dresses 2 for $5.00
$1.00
Men's Sport Shirts
Women's Rayon Slips 2 for $3.00
$3.00
Organdy Priscillas
Fringed Spreads —90 x 105- 2 for $5.0°
$1.00
Fitted Handbags
$1.00
Boys' Sport Shirts
$1.71
Men's Dress Shirts
Jr. Boys' Slack Suits — 2.8 88c
Ladies' Cotton Dresses --$1.50
$1.50
Rayon Crepe Gowns
Girls' Summer Dresses $1.00-$2.00
$1.49
Boys' Denim Pants —

All Wanted sizes and colors of much higher priced
dresses.
LADIES - GIRLS - ONLY

No Phone Calls
No Lay-Aways

ONE DAY ONLY!! COME EARLY AND SAVE.
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Mrs. Frank Farmer and her
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Wahlfeld,
enroute to his farm in Ballard
Ill.,
, Mrs. H. C. Lester, have
daughter
ATTSND LAST RITES
and son Bobby, of Peoria,
county.
Louiswere weekend guests of her par- returned from a visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Crowell and ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Collier, ville. Mrs. Lester celebrated her
road, were called to JackCadiz,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McLin, of son, J. A., Jr, have returned Highland avenue. Mrs. Ili'ahlfeld mother's birthday with a birth• Mrs. Lois Halle of son, Tenn., Monday by the death Mrs. Idora Florence Riley
Arizona, have returned from Mountery Park, California, and Bobby will remain for a long- day dinner at the Seelbach Hotel.
Pheonix,
lie visited Mrs. Haile's of Mrs. Davis' uncle, George
Idora
Mrs.
for
services
Funeral
Miss Elizabeth and Jane GoodA. H. Walker, Satur- Denham, of that city. They re- Florence Riley, 80, native of this home after spending several days where they visited their daugh- er visit while Mr. Wahlfeld reMcLin. En- ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. turned to Peoria Sunday.
W.
P.
Greenville, Miss., are visitMrs.
with
win,
here
e,
Evansvill
home
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turned
Tuesday after fun- county who
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returned
ia Madironville
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Norfolk, Va, are visitAdams.
Jr., and son, William Keith. Beach and other friends
Mrs. Edwin Jacob and
I r am Birmingham, .Alabama, worth of
Sunday. Burial was in the Pleas- Lin,
R.
Mrs.
Jimmie Adams has returned to ant Hill Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Spickard Francisco and Old Mexico.
they visited their son, ing his sliteri,
where
his work in Illinois after spendMr. and Mrs. Walter Brown and Capt. C. M. McChesney and fam- Smith and Mrs. J. D. Wallace.
have purchased a new home at
s,
daughter
two
are
Mrs Garnett Holland
g
Survivin
ing two weeks with his mother,
Lakewood which was the proper- Jerry, of Crayne, Mr. and Mrs. R. ily. Captain McChesney will reMr. and Mrs. A. G. Thomson
Mrs. 011ie McConnell and Mrs. ty
day at Cave-In-Rock, Mrs. Elnora Adams.
of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Rus- B. Thompson and Bonnie, Elber- port at San Francisco, Calif., and children, Barbara Jean and
a
attended
they
Creswell
the
of
here
Orbin Towery
feld, Indiana, and Mr. and Mrs. August 29 and from there will go Pedy, of Georgetown, Ky., are
family,
People of the Cobb and Otter community; two sisters, Mrs. Otie sell.
I the Atwood
Mrs. Mae Vinson, daughter, Ted Gray, Princeton, spent the to Yokohoma, Japan, for further visiting Mr. Thompson's mother,
Pond communities are justly Kemp, Detroit, and Mrs. Minnie
Mrs. McKee Thomson, Washingproud of the new parsonage be- Crowder, Phillipsburg, Kansas. Miss Lillian Vinson, and grand- weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Paul duty assignment.
eiley of Kevil spent
daughter, all of Danville, are yis- Rowland of Farmersville.
ing
erected on the Midway
Mrs. Fred McConnell and son, ton street.
re with his aunt, Mrs Church property. The
First Lieutenant and Mrs. Rayiting relatives In the county" this
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'mond B. Stanton and son, who Freddie, and Mrs.
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modern in every way and will be Otho Martin
'
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Princeton hospital Monday for R. F. Thurman Wednesday at 2:30 revival is now in progress with of Fort Riley, Kansas. Mrs. Stan- sister, Mrs. H. C. Lester.
HuMrs.
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is
Dyciok
daughter
the
treatment. She is to be there for p. m. Burial was in the
the Rev. Kloss, visiting evange- ton
bert Clift, now of Darmstalt,
burg cemetery.
several days.
list, conducting services.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shultz Germany. The Stantons were
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. guests in the home of\ Mr. and
Ong,"
R. Roy Towery spent Sunday with Mrs. Mack Clift, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carner, of
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Deaths & Funerals Pe44ona/4

News

Iowa, Illinois, Indtiarut and
Ohio produce two thirds of
America's popcorn.
Steam, formed from moisture
in the kernel, is what pops popcorn.
The Aztecs of Central America
grew popcorn for centuries.
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One Day Only
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HUNTERS!
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Presenting

AN AMAZING DISPLAY
of

SPANGLELAND STARS
Including
• HELEN HAAG
and her world-famous

Chimpanzees of the Jungle
. . . monkeys, ponies, dogs,
" LEON SNYDER
and the famous

LIBERTY

Hollywood Aerial Ballet
• CAPT. EDDIE KUHLN
—in the Steel arena battling the
only mixed group on tour today.
• FRANKIE LOU WOODS
and her famous

"HANG OF DEATH."
• SHIRLEY TEMPLE
—the world's largest performing
elephant — her sister, Susie Q,
and the baby elephants, Mary
and Jane.

OF SHOTGUNS

TRACTOR IL IMPLEMENT CO.

DUNN & OLIVER

The FERGUSON SYSTEM

HORSES.

* DOLL SISTERS
the world's youngest Stars of the
air, in the

27

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE

H. C. P'POOL

. LUSBY CO.

Friday, August 25th.

Fired Tobacco Growers

.1

UINE 54"

PRINCETON

DISPLAYS OF 27
OUTSTANDING
CIRCUS ACTS

Sponsored by the Princeton
Rotary Club
Show Grounds Ligon Trick
Terminal, North 62 Hwy.
Perfeesnances at 3 and 8 P.M.
Doors open one hr. earlier.
Adults $1.30
Admission
65c
Children

makes the

11111 1
--- 11111111111.
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INC ETON. KY.

ABSOLUTE
ABSOLUTE

AUCTION

AUCTION

ilLUES!

Thursday, Aug. 24th

Tuesday, Aug.22

10:30 A. M., RAIN OR SHINE

10:30 A. M., RAIN OR SHINE

THREE MILES FROM DOWN-TOWN HOPKINSVILLE
and Cox Mill Road
South Christian, on Pyle Road between Canton Pike
S
ARROW
BLACK
FOLLOW
EDGAR PYLE
PROPERTY OF FLOYD PYLE AND WIFE & MRS.

Crofton and Fruit Hill Road
Two Miles East Crofton on
--PROPERTY OF PAUL TERRY

FARM OF 211 ACRES---5-Room

Electricity

Home

- 4 7-10 Acres Tobacco Base
2 GOOD TOBACCO BARNS
BARN
1 NEW CONCRETE STOCK

school bus, milk route right by door
mail,
road,
Hard
ion
0 better locat
Stock
is Good Producing Farm or Live

FARM 263 ACRES--

- 2 Good Tobacco Barns - Tobacco Base - 3 8-10 Dark
Spacious Lawn, Plenty of Shade Trees
Stock Barn 2 Tenant Houses(One New)
and 26-10 Burley - A-1 Large
ALL FARM TOOLS - ENOUGH for 500 Acre Farm

7 Guernsey Heifers - 18 Months Old
7 Sows and Pigs
2 Good Milk Cows
40 Shoats - Average 60 to 110 Pounds
60 Tons Good Bailed Hay
ALL GRADE A Dairy Equipment

This
Schools and Churches.
Good Neighborhood - Near
Fences - Plenty Good Timber
Good
& BarreL
Limed
Been
All
Orders Are To Sell! Lock Stock
Construction Business. Our
You may buy 1-3 interest in
son for OWNER selling - - - going into owner's share of crop this year if desired.
New
the
Present Tenant will run farm for
C will sell this Farm with or without
n Jan. 1st.
or separate. POSSESSio
farm
with
Crop
Tobacco
and Hay
ra,
owner.
his contract with present
✓chaser remainder of year 1950 as per

We will also sell 30 head White Face
Cows and Calves - 1 Bull - 3 Horses
1 5-Yr. Old Bay Saddle Horse
LOT OF FARM TOOLS
•

Plenty to Eat and Drink Served on Grounds

REE 1-7-Year-Old Black Horse to Lucky Winner FREE
Deed. All Stock and
-Half day of Sale - Balance with
erms: CASH - Farm Will Carry Loan. One
•
ools Cash Day of Sale.
Call Us For Information Before Sale.
ollow Black Arrows Pointing To Farm.
ON TIME
T 22nd at 10:30 A. M. - - - BE
EMEMBER THE DATE - TUESDAY, AUGUS

Lovely, Modern 7-Room Home

Corn
Acres in Hay and Pasture. Balance in
Better Producer. Wen Fenced. 200
pay
IS A FARMER'S FARM. No
in South Christian for the money you
Farm
In
Close
Located,
Better
offered
Mr‘.
and Tobacco. You have bever been
BUY AS CHEAP AS YOU CAN. Mr. and
YOU
CAN
WE
AS
HIGH
SELL
lit with
day of this sale. Our orders are to
be sold In Two Tracts. Possession January
finish bidding. This farm will
- Binder Payment on Farm Day of
Pyle make the deed when you
CASH
TERMS:
Desired.
if
Will Carry a Good Lean
Fall seeding privilege.
Cash on Personal Property.
Sale.

nits

Plenty to Eat and Drink served on Grounds

FREE--1 SOW AND PIGS to LUCKY WINNER—FREE
24th at..10:kok. M. - - - BE ON TIME
Remember The Date - Thursday, August
YOU
HELP
Y
GLADL
WILL
,
q
BEFORE SALE - -W
CALL US FOR ANY INFORMATION
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HONE 2073

CHICKASAW BLDG.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.,
)
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H. C. RAWLS, SELLING

Selling Organisation In the South"
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Sanitation Plus
Good Insecticides
Will Reduce Pests_

Boy Makes A Flying
Saucer That Flies
Charleston, W. Va. — Department of Defense officials please
note.
There's such a thing as a flying
saucer.
- 'Joe -Ward;14:year-tdd son' of it
pilot, has one.
He made ft himself.
An4 it flies.
The youth, who lives at Belle,
about 10 miles east of Charleston,
is a model airplane builder of
Years standing. Intrigued by the
thought qf a flying saucer, he
started out to make one. He had
no model to work-from, obviously.
He wound up with a doughnutshaped contraption made of balsa
wood and silk and equipped with
a motor, flaps, landing gear,
wheels and propeller.
The boys of his gang scoffed
at the idea that the contraption
would fly. So did his father, who
bet Joe two cans of gasoline that
the saucer would be a flop.
The payoff came at a large cinder plant field near the Dupont
plant The saucer, attached to 50
feet of wire so that it would not
be lost, not only flew but it looped, hovered, circled and dipped.
Joe now has plans for a larger,
radio-controlled saucer that
would put the skeptics to rout.

By DR. W. L. CASH
" (Health" omen
Insecticides, no matter how effective, are no substitutes for
cleanliness and sanitation, according to Robert S. Jacob, Caldwell county sanitarian. The constant practice of the basic rules of
sanitittion is important if the
fight against harmful household
insects is to be won.
However, sprays, such el DDT
and Chlordane emulsions, are effective allies in ridding homes of
insect pests. Certain precautions
should be taken In handling and
storing insecticides if they are to
be used safely. The following are
important:
10 Store out of the reach of
children.
(2) Avoid applying on eating
utensils and food.
(3) Wash hands when application has been completed.
(4) Do not spray oil solution
near open fires.
(5) Remove dishes, food and
Zirawers from pantries and cabinets before spraying, returning
them only after spray has dried.
Since flies, mosquitoes, roaches, apparent. By "painting" window
fleas and lice are disease carriers, and door screens with insecticides
the need for destroying them is it is possible to kill many flies
and mosquitoes before they enter the house. The interior of
houses should also be sprayed,
with particular attention being
paid to the places where insects
for
normally rest—such as hanging
light fixtures, window frames,
• GOOD QUALITY
and the under surfaces of tables,
chairs and beds. For roaches a
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
2-4 per cent chlordane spray is
recommended. It should be put
*GOOD VALUE
around windows and doors, behind baseboards, sinks, refriger• IN GOOD TASTE
ators and radiators.
An insect-free summer is not
see
guaranteed if these measures are
taken, but spraying plus sanitation noticeably -reduces the number of pests.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3284
Try A Leader Classified Act!

MEMORIALS

Henry & Henry

Before you insulate your home
7.7

REMEMBER THIS

•

Be

Thursday, quoit
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Rfsght the First rifte/
...INSULATE with

FIBERGLAS
Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
There is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
Coldspot, Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Serve! and Westinghouse and a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
It is guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
and losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
Yes, the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.

WEST KY. ROOFING CO

•

1723 Broadway

0. BERKLEY
Paducah

Phone 275

authbrity may give peace on Eddy Creek Homemakers
earth and justice among men. Improve Mail Boxes
Our pilgrimmage has brought us
Eddy Creek Homemakers Club
to a sublime moment In the hishas painted and stenciled the
World:"
tory of the
names on 18 mail boxes in their
*Josef Stalin tb Chiang Kai- community, according to Home
The Second World War ended Shek: "I wish to express the cer- Agent Wilma Vandiver.
five years ago Mdnday with the tainty that friendship and coopsmall club with only
surrender of Japan. In the days eration of our countries together, This is a
herel; What peopft,
fieed6M-loVing 'nations Woolva -cambers but thah 4Cctuats of the club are out.were saying:
will serve the cause of universal pIlab men
said Miss Vandiver.
Handing,
all
of
prosperity
in
the
peace and
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
The success of this community
Moscow: "I gee nothing in the fu- peoples."
project is the result of the efforts
ture that would prevent Russia
Gen. Douglas MacArthur: "We
Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mrs. F. A.
and the United States from be- have had our last chance. If we of
Mrs. Charles Lester and
ing the closest possible friends. do not devise some greater and Lewis,
other members who cooperated.
If we are really going to be more equitable system ArmagedMrs. Wylie Brown stated that
friends we must really under- don will be at our door."
had been painted
stand each other."
John W. Snyder, director of all mail boxes
President Truman: "This is the reconversion: "I believe we are white and the names were stenday for the democrats, This is on the threshold of one of the ciled in black. Mrs. Brown said
the day when we can start on our greatest eras that mankind has that, by using a little paint on
real task of implementation of ever known."
the brush, and by carefully apfree government in t h e world
plying it, the stencils were easy
where we are faced with the
Try a Leader Classified Ad! to use.
greatest task we've ever been
faced with . . . I know we are
going to do it."
Dr. Snygman Rhee, chairrrian of
the Korean commission: "T h e
Japanese surrender means he
end of a long nightmare of terror
and oppression in Korea. The
Korean people will be forever
grateful to the American peo."
ple
official Soviet newsIzvestia,
of
ies
WE BURY OUR DEAD IN SOUTH KOREA: Shrouded bo
cause of world
"The
•
paper:
near
U. S. soldiers are placed in a common temporary grave
and securfreedom
the
and
peace
Kumchon, South Korea, as Chaplain John G. Burkhalter .(upper ity of peoples has triumphed."
right) reads the burial service. This burial scene was made by
Milton D. Cohn, national comCarl Mydans, Life Magazine photographer. The bodies of 21 mander of the Disabled Ameriby
down
pinned
been
had
They
the
in
grave.
placed
were
troops
can Veterans: "The DAV hopes
artillery fire in a dry bed of a Kum River tributary until dead/ that the crushing of Japan ends
ended their ordeal. (AP Wirephoto)
wars for all time:"
Winston Churhill warned of the
spread of communism and said of
the atom bomb: "So far as we
know, there are perhaps three or
News representing 'hes, hopes, dreams and amoitiont of those four years before the great prowho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost gress in the United States can be
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- overtaken. In these three years,
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader we must remold the relationships
in such
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- of all men of all nations
a way that these men do not
porters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
January 2, 1925. Mr. and Mrs. Chicago after a few days visit wish, or dare, to fall upon each
vulgar, outA. P. King and daughter, Nancy, with his sister, Mrs. L. E. Groom. other for the sake of
• • •
dated ambition or for passionate
of Hopkinsville, were pleasant
May 22, 1925. Miss Hettie Col- differences in ideologies, and that
holiday gireSta of Mr. and Mrs. L.
lins, William Clinton and Hester international bodies by supreme
K. Butler.
• • •
Virginia Haydon have returned
September 18, 1925. Messrs.
February 3, 1925. Misses Izet- home after a pleasant visit to Bayless Stone, Rudy Cantrell and
ta Seeley, Louise Powers and Fulton.
postmaster, William Jones, have
Messrs. Hillery Barnett, Leslie
• • •
gone to Louisville. Messrs. Stone
June 23, 1925. Mr. and Mrs. and Cantrell are on business and
Powers, Earl McNeely and Glenn
Carter of Princeton visited Miss Robert Towery, of Providence, Mr. Jones is attending the state
were guests of Mr. Towery's par- fair.
Mary Crow Sunday.
J
• •
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Towery,
• • •
February 17, 1925. W. W. Chil- through the weekend.
October 27, 1925. Mr. and Mrs
Miss
daug*ter,
his
visited
dress
Fred Stevenson went to HopkinsJuly 14, 1921 °Mrs. Charles ville today.
Katherine Childress who is atVera
Nall,
and
Eliza
Curry, Misses
tending the Bethel College
• • •
is ill of influenza, in Hopkinsville Early, Lindell McChesney and
Mrs. Garnett Smith and twin
Dimple Lamb returned home sons, of Louisville, are visiting
Sunday.
Sunday from Bowling Green Mrs. Smith's parents, Mr. a n d
• • March 24, 1925. Prof. H. W. where they have been attending Mrs. R. J. Lester, on South JefNichols is at from from a busi school for the past two months. ferson str7t.
.
.
ness trip in connection with his
• • •
August 4. 1925. Mr. Nellie L.
new office. He also attended a
December 11, 1925. Mrs. Nell
big educational gathering at Cin- Todd, Miss Lucy Todd and Mr. Brown has accepted a position as
cinnati and was one of the prin- Homer Graham, of Louisville, are head nurse at the Annie Barber
the weekend guests of Mr. and
cipal speakers.
nurse
Mrs. Smith Lowery and daugh- hospital. She is a trained
with a wide experience.
overthe
trip
made
ters.
They
April 28, 1925. Mrs. E. F. Tompkins, of New York City, is visiting land.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Hubbard on
August 28, 1925. Mr. and Mrs.
South Jefferson.
• • •
J. E. Lowery, Miss Nell Guess,
April 28, 1925. Misses Isabel and Marie Wilson of Los Angeles,
Thelma Stone and Opel Fox spent California, Messrs. Clifton Clift,
Sunday with Miss Velda Morgan. C. L. Loyd, W. M. Lowery and S.
G. Wigginton were dinner guests
• • .
May 12, 19254, William Picker- of Mr. and Mrs. John Lowery
ing has returned to his home in Sunday evening.
Our buyers have overstocked
THE CANDID CAMERA-- SILVERPLATE COFFEE
us on several items and we
need warehouse space. The
SET-"Boss" has authorized our givfocus
fixed
lens,
action
Fast
This
fine 5-pc. coffee set is
ing you either of the gifts
listed below—absolutely TREE from 5 fret to infinity, 8 picboth beautiful and durable.
— with any $5.00 order for
Elaborate' border artistically
Chevrolet trucks with Loadmaster
tures; per roll, modern, eye levmerchandise! A tip: order
engine offer more net horsepower
crafted on silverplatc over copel view-finder, removable back
815.00 of merchandise and re—proved by certified ratings on
per base. Includes 8 cup coffee
ceive all three gifts! Please
engines used as standard equipfor rapid loading, black plastic
pot. 6 cup tea pot, sugar and
ment In conventional models of the
specify gift with order. Offer
construction. Yours free, com- creamer and 17x22 serving
five most popular maker. 13,000
closes August 25th, 1950. Alto 16,000 lbs. G.V.W.
low 3 weeks for delivery.
plete with carrying case.
tray. Yours free!
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To be sold at auction at the courthouu

door in Princeton on Monday, August 21 at

1 p. m.
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'es always in
after the hysof war. They
not be caught
ransacking your
but a burglary
will pay you for
is stolen, damagketroyed.

Conomm

Fiscal Court

INSURANCE SERVICE
is Sr

JOHN B. MORGAN, Clerk

FREE

mu e ttrer
bit-IA-ad with
ROLET TRIICKS

14:173e/et.
perailon
Chevrolet offers Valve-in-Head engine—rugged dependability,
economy, quality. Chevrolet cuts
maintenance costs—makes real
reductions In operating expenses.

e&e.."

Resale
Chevrolet trucks have led in soles
for eight consecutive production
years—proof of owner satisfaction
which makes Chevrolet's resale
value traditionally higher,

53 pc. CHINAWARE SET
SILVERPLATE COFFEE SET
CANDID CAMERAS

SILVERWARE SET
--- SERVICE FOR 8
This 52-piece Rogers Brothers service for eipt includes 16
teaspoons, 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 oval soup spoons,
2 (serving) tablespoons, I butter knife and 1 sugar spoon.
Knives have hollow handles, forged blades and all pieces are
reinforced at greatest points of wear. This set includes a
written guarantee against defects in workmanship. Engraved
with initials at no extra charge. Set complete in all-wood,
anti-tarnish chest with velvet lining. A cleaning kit is inoluded!

With
Cleaning
Kit

Complete

SHEER

- - - IDEAL FOR CANNING

Al= • DOUSLI.ARTICUUITH) SRAM •. ADVANCE..
DESIGN STYUNG • BALL-TYPI STEERING

STEVENS CHEVROLET C0.350,
Phone

53 pieces in dainty floral
of subdued tints!
fragile beauty this set n
In traditional or
tint. Soft. pink, In11
der and green d
Ivory colored badYours free.

This 16-quart pressure cooker will cook beef stew in 9 minutes, potatoes in 7 minutes and fresh peas in 60 seconds.
Simple to operate, this cooker is ideal for quicker, cooler,
home canning, preparing large meals, sterilizing bottles and
many other Varied tasks. Save on time, fuel and food bills
with this cooker, made by one of the nation's largest manufacturers of kitchenware. Your road to happier kitchen hours s
has a moderate price, too!

Complete
Only

$398

NYLONS

fitnr::
These 15 denier, 52 gauge, seam -free, better
came with the manufacturer's guarantee of a year:
you'll be refunded double your money hack
new pair of nylons. These first quality, fu;
nylon hose are available in all sizes and color,
knit by new process, gives superlative clearness. ,i•
spection and reinforcement. These glamorous 113','
to you, along with the 1-year written guarantee at
ate price you can afford! Specify size and co:,

Two
Pair

Order
Now •

As
Woodall

er 40 Years

Sis
We

A. Woodall
on

Complete

Order

$1 98

WITH ONE-YEAR WRITTEN

Now

GUARANTEE

STAINLESS STEEL

PRESSURE COOKER

TWO ORIAT VALVI-IN-HIAD imomas • TIM NM
POWIR•JIT CARBURETOR • DIAPHRAOAI SPRING CLUTCH
• STNCHRO-MISH TRANSMISSIONS • HTPOID LIAR

CHINAWARE DISH

GUARANTEED ONE YEAR

16-QUART

Pal:- Chevrolet AerPonce De*:
Tricaf
/

A. Woodall

ROGERS BROTHERS - -

Set

W. Market St.

Much favorable
ing received
on
ed boxes with athee
which adds
much te
tiveness of the home,
tire community. Stencils NI
nul
ers • who
requeottd
Princeton area vett

CHICKEN FRYER
--- WITH COPPER BOTT
,
stain.e
This chicken fryer is constructed of durable
I'
at
Look
wear.
has a copper bottom for longer
fryer will hold 2 large chickens, domed cover
ture, bakelite knobs save fingers, cover has
rims, no sharp edges and pan has flat, triple-thick •.WHanging rims are included on handle. Now every
chicken
and mother can serve tempting, pleasing fried

While
They
Last

Better
Order
Now

AMERICAN JEWELERS
• ORDER BY MAIL•
• ORDER BY
Lincoln, Nebr.
• CASH, CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, NO C.O.D.':•

MAIL

Estab
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d Homes Needed For
ren 6 To 12 Years
ary Belle Meadows the past, you get excuses about
why 14-weikl—never--dreek.--- In many cases they are right,
Krick it...Wouitin't work. However,
couples who are unable to love
and understand an older child
would probably be rejected by
a reputable agency as parents
for a baby too.
love?
But because of this hesitance
think,
d you like to
to think of assuming responsibilitwelve, that nobody
ty to love and care for boys and
girls who are alteady indivithat
answer
you'll
duals, the Division of Child Welnobody
-But
hurry,fare has annually in its care
away a child that many children over the age of
Jo. though.
six who are eligible for adopsomewhere tion, and yearly these
L,.e starts
children
short.
falls
Someone
are rejected time and again, ofA
baby.
ten without even knowing it.
a fatherless
mother get mad at And what are the reasons?
and neglect the fam- There are many_
e. A husband leaves
Perhaps the adopting mother,
bat is left b a child, childless in her own right, wants
ore than one, hurt, a baby to coddle.
ioned to disappointPerhaps she and her husband
tious of love and
are afraid the stigma of a prefriendliness.
of
even
vious undesirable environment
'Idren (more than six will stand
between them and an
who had disappoint- older child.
these and who have
Perhaps they don't want the
ways by
illanY
problem of dealing with habits
end up every year in
already formed by youngsters
or in the hands of
'vision of Child Wel- over six.
These fears should not be uning to Miss Marjorie
tor of the division. derestimated. It isn't easy to
win the confidence, the respect
victims of manand finally the love of a boy or
stances and sociegirl who has never nown what
posed job is reroutit is to be happy, to be sure,
or happy living.
emotionally and physically.
"Findn states that,
This is because many of these
either temporary or children have grown up
being
for small and new- first loved and then turned
is a simple enough away until they are afraid
to
skilled child welfare love again.
,They have been fed
,erybody who wants and clothed sometimes, someall wants a baby.
times they have been without
ou offer them the clothing and food. Some learn
to
homes,
their
into
e
accept everything cautiously, fulold
are
who
girls
ly expecting it to be snatched
think or remember away.
Some of them are greedy and
try to grab for themselves and
some will even steal a )ittle to
increase their confidence that at
least something will belong to
'es always in
them permanently. Such children
after the hysseem to be naughty, willful, unof war. They
grateful and determined to bite
not be caught
the hand that feeds them.
ransacking your
But these are the snarls !bat
time and understanding can
but a burglary
straighten out. Not every child rewill pay you for
acts so radically to change. Some
is stolen, damesof them are merely quiet and
destroy ed.
hard to draw out. Others will
flaunt a false pride in their past
because they don't want your
pity.
Still others will surprise you
aiSulam(E SERVICE
because they seem so much older
Sr
than they are. The change to your
home is merely getting used to a
Welfare Work)
you
Id you feel if
and somebody -Reid
now to be
re too old
home
old to have a
sister
and maybe a
—to old (at 12) for
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Raising Pheasants
In State Planned
As An Experiment

At The Churches

The first commercial shipment
of tea from India was sent to
London in 1838 by a retired naval
officer, Charles Alexander Bruce.
The rare, or noble, gases are
the elements helium, neon, argon,
krypton, zenon and radon, all of
which are chemically inert.

Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST,
*
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Saturday at 7:30 p. m.
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STUDEBAKER CHAMPION
6-PASS., 2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN

You'll

$1532.09
bualmean croup.
Prk****/1 Chow ***ad 0011.

NEW

HOME
014111:4 MODERN SHINGLES

Better
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Now
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has another car load of 5-V 28
gauge Galvanized Roofing.
Coke Burners for curing tobacco.

Now is the time to sow
Crimson Clover
Ladino Clover

Vetch
Timothy
Red Top

Balboa Rye
Blue Grass
Winter Oats

Orchard Grass
Ky. 31 Fescue

Alfalfa
Build up your soil with these cover crops and get
higher yields.
Cayce-Yost has a good stock of high te§t seeds
so you can obtain the greatest profits from your
land.

For Hardware, Furniture,
Appliances, and Seeds
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

AYCE-YOST COMPANY

UNDERSIZED ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS COST YOU MONEY!
Your electric water heater should be
large enough to heat all the water
your home requires on our low, offpeak rates.

heater, all over 24 gallons will heat at a
greater cost per kilowatt hour. From a
40 gallon heater, only 32 gallons will
heat on the low, off-peak rate.

Few homes can get by on less than
40 gallons of hot water a day. And
since you can heat about 80 per cent of
the contents of a water heater on the
low, off-peak rate, a 52 gallon storage
tank can do the job for a small family.

It pays to get your heater large
enough. The small additional cost of an
electric water heater of the correct size
will return dividends in lower operating
costs. Get one to St your needs.

However, if you try to get those 40
gallons of hot water from a 30-galloo

WHERE IS YOUR HOME
ON THE CHART BELOW?

To Determine Tank Size Requirements for Your Home
SEE THE NEW

grade
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Delivered In Princeton

T he Nunatagmlut Eskimos, a
nearly extinct Alaskan tribe,
were nomadic caribou hunters
two generations ago.
The first poet laureate of Britain who called himself by that
title was Geoffrey Chaucer.

LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. in. and 7:30 p. in.
a

DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. in.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Morning Worship; 11 a. m.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett Is pastor.
Evening Worship, 7145 p. m.
Dadio Seryice, Sunday at 7:30
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
a.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Sunday School-10 a. to.
Preaching-11 a. in.
The World Health OrganizaTraining Union-6:45 p. in.
tion's definition of health is "a
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, state of complete physical, social
and mental well-being, not just
7:45 p. in.
the absence of disease or infirmPENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
ity."
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Only about 40 remain of more
William E. Cunningham, pastoi than 3,000 Nunatagmiut Eskimos
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
who once lived in northern
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Alaska.

guy

en d
ed hack,

Order

November 5. Hunters are reminded that the daily bag limit again
Is six with a possession Built of
12, and that each hunter must
have a county license for t h e
county in which he is hunting or
a statewide permit.

As many as 2,000 pheasants soon
will, be released on two selected
sites by the Division of Game and
Fish through its Pittman-Robertson program in order to make an
intensive study of the birds'
chances of survival and adaptability to Kentucky environment.
The project was set up on July 1
and birds will be released on the
3,000-acre protected areas, one in
Taylor county' arid the other in
Nelson county, in the early fall.
Through this project it is hoped
to find out more about the requirements of these exotic birds
in Kentucky with a view of a
possible large-scale restocking
program if study in the new pro1NPILTERATION COURSE TRAINING:. Helmeted GI's hug the ground and inch toward their ob- ject indicates these birds may surjective as a machine gun spits real bullets over their heads at a barricade on the Army's reacti- vive ard reproduce in Kentucky
vated infilteration course at Ford Ord, Calif. The course is part of the new six-week basic climate and habitat, Earl Wallace,
director of the division, says.
training program which started last week at training centers around the .nation, (AP Wirephoto)
The three types of pheasants to
new way of living, day by day.
be stocked, the ringneck, MongoGoals
To
Be
Discussed
They may not seem as excited
lian and Formosan, were producBy Homemaker Leaders
as you want them to be. But with
ed at the Division's Game Farm
FIRST CHRISTIAN
all these problems, the couple
Needs and goals for the coming and additional birds will be availGeo. W. Filer, Minister
years will be discussed by the able for this three-year project.
which can successfully take into
Services:
their home a child who can make
reading, citizenship, and publiLee Nelson, who has been' apa.
School
at
9:45
in.
Church
the choice of loving or not loving,
city chairman from the Home- pointed leader of the project, re11:00
a.
m.
Worship Service at
will find great satisfaction and
makers clubs who will meet in ceived his Wildlife Management
CYF meets at 6:00 p. in. each the court house on Tuesday af- Training at Michigan State Colhappiness.
Sunday.
ternoon, August 24 at 2:00 p.m.
lege where he obtained considerHere is a caution, though. AdopEvening Worship at 7:30.
Mrs. Lester Paris, county pub- able experience in pheasant habtion, much as its success is based
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- licity chairman, Mrs. Opal Rice, its 90 requirements while conon love and en-lotion, is not a
reading challepn, and Miss Rob- ducting pheasant studies relative
thing to be rushed into because day at 7:00 p. m.
bie Sims, crtizenship chairman, to obtaining a Master of Scinece
of any sudden desire to take care
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
will meet with t h e respective degree.
of these "poor little urchins".
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
groups and give the information
It is in violation of Kentucky
Even a decision to take a child, SUNDAY
which they received at the dis- Game and Fish laws to kill a
simply for home care should be
Sunday
School
9:45 a.m.
trict meeting in Madisonville pheasant at any time, Mr. Walthought out carefully. Children in
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
during July.
lace points out. The penalty is a
the division's care are not neg7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Mrs. J. A. Hemingway, mem- fine of not less than $15 or more
lected. They are well fed and
WEDNESDAY
bership chairman, will meet with than $100 fine and each bird
clothed and despite the fact that
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service the vice presidents to work out killed constitutes a separate ofthey may not always have the
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
membership goals on Thursday, fense.
individual care every child needs,
August 24 at 9:30 a.m. Presidents SQUIRRELS PLENTIFfL
they are better off than they OGDEN MLPIIICYDLST
will meet with the vice presidents
would be in the wrong home.
Initial reports from throughout
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor at 11 a.m. to receive officers
the state indicate a more bountiIf a child, whose mind is alChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
training which will be held by
ready confused, is put into a
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock Miss Leone Gillett, assistant state ful supply of squirrels this year,
the Division of Game and Fish anhome with a lonely woman, for
Methodist Youth Fellowship, leader.
nounced today, in pointing out
instance, who wants to fill the 6 o'clock
The
Fall
Advisory
Council,
that the squirrel season opens on
place of a dead son— or who
Evening Worship, '7:30 o'clock composed of old and new club
August 20 and continues through
wants to hold her. husband—he
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 presidents and county oflicers
has been given another hurdle to
o'clock
and project leaders, will meet on
overcome.
Thursday, August 24 at 1:30 p.m.,
Or if the same child is given a FIRST BAPTIST
stated Home Agent Wilma VandiH. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
father too busy to play games or
ver.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
tell stories, he will be pushed
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
Young People's Service 6:00
even further into his own world
6:15 p.n.. Training Union
p.m.
or rejection.
7:30 p. in. Evening Worship
evangelistic Service 7:30 pin
Until well adjusted couples who
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Wednesday evening
prayer
can realize the full responsibility
service 7:00 p.m.
of accepting a child over six can 7:30 p. m.
be found, agencies will continue ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
to provide for boys and girls over PRINCETON
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
the "desirable" age, in institutions CHURCH Or THE IMMACUPreaching services every secor in temporary f oster homes.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
But the division believes that
INGTON
and 7 p. m.
they can be found, and that there
Sundays,
Prayer meeting every Thursthird
and
fifth
First,
are many such families in this
day night at 7 p. in.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
state.
Sunday school every Sunday
Second and fourth Sundays,
The division is anxious to place
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. morning at 9:45 a. in.
as many children as possible in
Mass at 10 o'clock.
homes of their own, to give them
CUMBERLAND
parents who belong to them and OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-, PRESBYTERIAN
the knowledge that this security PITAL CHAPEL
W. H. Tallent, minister
will last.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
If you are interested in open- Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Morning Worship, 11 a. rn,
ing your home to an older child
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Second and fourth Sundays,
on a permanent basis, will you Mass at 8 o'clock.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p.
get in touch with your local or
Prayer meeting every WednesHoly Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
state office of the Division of
Rev. William Borntraeger is day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
Child Welfare at Frankfort.
pastor and the Rev. Richard choir rehearsal.
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Mule Hide
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Shingles
Various patterns and
colors. See sample.
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Golf Tournament
Under Way At Club
Finals To Decide Local
Champion To Be Played
Before September 10
A tonrnament between local
golfers to decide the champion of
the Princeton Golf and Country
Club is now under way at the
club, Hart Warren, pro, announced this week.
Qualifying matches for the
tournament ended Sunday and
the golfers have been divided
into six flights of eight men each
to play off the championship. The
four losers in the first round
matches will go into consolation
flights where they will play the
losers of the other brackets. All
first round matches will be completed by August 24, with the
second round matches being completed by September 3. The finals must be completed by September 10, Warren stated. The
following list names the golfers

RETURN FROM WEST
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Franklin
and Mre. Edd Vinson, of 1011
West Main street, have returned
to their home after a two-week
vacation tour in the west. While
I.•oe Angeles, they visited
their son and grandson, DontiI8
H. George, who has been a student at the Herbert Wall School
of Music for the past three years.
The vacation included a weekend spent at Big Bear Lake in
the California Mountains, as the
guests of Joe Recht of San Diego,
who is the room mate of Donald.
On the return trip they visited
the Grand Canyon, the Painted
Desert in Arizona, and Pike's
Peak near Colorado Springs, and
many other places of interest
and their opponents in each of the
six flights:
FIRST FLIGHT
Willard Moore vs Carrot Wadlington, Merle Brown vs Robert
O'Bryan, Dr. C. H. Jaggers vs
John Morgan and Ken Barnes,
Jr., vs Htigh Cherry, Sr.
SECOND FLIGHT
Fred Nichols vs Jack Whitford,
Howard McGough vs Rube Mc-

FROSTED
---)
'
FOODS,
KNOWN
NATION WIDE;
OW, SUCH
GOODNESS LURKS
INSIDE
COFFEE, all popular brands, lb.
SALMON, pink, 16 oz. can
PORK & BEANS, Van Camps, 303 can
2 for
CORN, White cream style, 303 can
2 for
BAKING POWDER,25 oz. can, C G.
OATS, Crystal Wedding
OLEO, colored stick, 2 lb.
SMOKED JOWLS, sugar cured, lb.
BIRDSEYE ORANGE JUICE, 6 oz. can
BIRDSEYE GRAPE JUICE,6 oz. can
BIRDSEYE CAULIFLOWER, 10 oz. box
ROUND STEAK, baby beef, lb.
GROUND BEEF, baby beef, lb

85c
49c
25c
25c
25c
15c
49c
27c
25c
25c
29c
89c
59c

Ham Salad Chicken Salad, Pimento
Cheese Salad - "FRESH DAILY"
CLOSE 8:30 P. M.

OPEN 6:30 A. M.

HARRY'S GROCERY

Classified Ads

Due to neglect of some water customers it becomes necessary to enforce the city ordinance regarding
payment of water bills.

These Dresses

ANKLETS

All Colors.
$1.98 - $2.98

Carefully Selected ---

REG. 25c & 39c

15c Pair

Original Styling, Ex-

RAYONS

T-SHIRTS

cellent Workmanship,
Perfect Fitting.

Solids and Stripes
DARK COLORS

25c & 29c

59c - 69c - $1.00
JUST THE THING FOR SCHOOL - - -

SLIPS

AND

$1.00

AUTO GLASS: Cut and installed
in- all type cars and trucks.
Strong's Texaco Service, Glenn
Strong, Proprietor. W. Main &
7-1tc
Plum, phone 3111.
F0 R COMPLETE LUBRICATION, washing, polishing, corn
plete mechanical service, come
to Strong's Texaco Service, W.
Main & Plum, Glenn Strong,
Proprietor. Phone 3111. 7-1tc
FOR SALE: My home at 319 S.
Seminary. 5-room, bath, fullsize basement. Furnace heat, all
modern conveniences. Mrs. Les6-1tc
lie Vick.
FOR RENT: 3 room furnished
apartment. Call 3262.
FOR RENT: Rooms at Choo-Choo
Inn. Phone 9114, Princeton, Ky.
7-1tc

Executrix Notice
A 11 persons having claims
against the estate of Andrew Bayless Cantrell must present same,
properly proven, on or before October 1, 1950. All persons knowing themselves indebted to said
estate will please come forward
and settle same on or before said
date.
Mrs. Nellie V. Cantrell,
Executrix of the will of
Andrew Bayless Cantrell
6-3tc

The Sweetest Blouses
to be Found. Also
Skirts and Suits.

MASON JARS, pints, doz. 69c
quarts, doz.
CERTO
bottle

19(
23(

SULE JEL

pkg.
SALICYLIC AC ID
oz pkg.
GULF WAX
1 lb.

SEALING WAX
stick
HYDROX COOKIES, Sunshine
No. 118 size pkg.

16(

GINGER SNAPS, Sunshine
No. 202 size pkg.
FOOD, Heinz, as..t. strained
•
43i oz. can

BABY

CONDENSED MILK, Borden's Silver
Cow, tall can

TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
2 can
1
No./

PEACHES, Rosedale, halves in
syrup, No. 2ti can
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can
223C
CORN, Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gent, No. 2 can
2/ 25(

PEAS, Handy
No. 2 can

SALMON, Derby Brand
No. 1 tall can

II & 6 WHITING
lb.

35f

SARDINES, Sealect.
No. I tall can

143

MACKEREL, Curtis Pacific
No. I tall can it

19(

TOMATO JUICE, College Inn
46 oz. can
.......

SARDINES, Maine oval, oil or
IS
mustard or Tomato Sauce,

BANANAS,fancy, large ripe
pound

14

LEMONS, Sunkist, 360
dozen

small & lean

Ole

tad

pound
or halt, lb.

to

.•

$1.00
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Reduced

•

Buy That Fall Outfit Now

Red Front Stores

MEAT.) SPECIALS
PORK LOIN CHOPS, center cut
.....ROAST,...4..f. .. er.
6tolbs.LOIN
rl toN.PORK
:A:

SUMMER COTTON

DRESSES

WHITE, PINK, BLUE
For The Little Miss

John E.YoungIns.A

MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL

are a MUST. Most

&

Play safe -- Call us!

Water will be cut off and service
discontinued on property where
bills are more than 30 days past
due. Please avoid extra costs by
paying your water bill promptly.

Broken sizes, whites and
colors for boys and girls.

COTTONS

Not before!

CITY WATER USERS

See our new selections - - -

PANTIES

determined After a Loss

NOTICE!

LS
CIA
D SPE
EKYour
WEFor
-ENScho
ol Needs
SWEATERS

Governor's State
Park Tour Planned

The Cost of Insurana

FREE DELIVERY

DIAL 3422
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See
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MEN WANTED: Because of rapid gain for everything.
7-1tp
Jerry P'Pool
expansion in our business, we
require the services of more
10;
sales and service men If you ARRIVES IN KOREA
are between the ages of 25 and
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Thompson,
50, have a car, and can furnish armersville, received word that
references-and interested in heir grandson, Pfc. Harold Deearning possibilities of $100 to ong, has arrived in Korea and
$200 per week, we would like a is on the front lines. He entered
e army in January, 1949, and
personal interview with you.
Contact J. G. Lovan, Henrietta as been'stationed in 'Fort Lewis,
Hotel for interview between 11 Washington:
a.m. and 1:00 p. m. or 8 p. m.
to l0 p. m., Aug. 17, 18 and 19. Administrator's Notice
7-1tc
All persons having claims
gainst the estate of J. E. George,
FOR SALE: A well located suburust present same, properly
ban home, five rooms and
roven, on or before Sept. 1, 1950.
•
bath, furnace heat. Beautiful
11 persons knowing themselves
front and back lawns. Two
'ndebted to said estate, please setacres of land. Would trade for
Princetok
Phone 2620
tle same on or before said date.
good property in town. Write
Oscar George Administrator.
7-1tp
P. 0. Box 529, Princeton.
6-Ste
FOR RENT: Rooms at Choo-Choo
Inn. Phone 9114, Princeton, Ky.
7-1te
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